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The characterization of the performance of baseball bats is presented from a physics point of view.
The goal is to define a set of laboratory measurements that can be used to predict performance in the
field. The concept of a model-independent collision efficiency, which relates the post-collision ball
speed to the initial ball and bat speeds, is introduced and its properties are investigated. It is shown
to provide a convenient link between laboratory and field measurements. Other performance metrics
are presented, related to the collision efficiency, and evaluated according to their predictive power.
Using a computational model, it is shown that bat performance depends on the interplay of the
elasticity of the ball–bat collision, the inertial properties of the ball and bat, and the bat swing speed.
It is argued that any method of determining performance needs to take all of these factors into
account. A new method is proposed and compared with commonly used existing methods. ©2003

American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The game of baseball has evolved in the last 20 year
the point where the traditional solid wooden bat is used
marily by professional players, where the rules do not per
other options, whereas the bat of choice at the amateur l
is the hollow aluminum bat. There is a common percept
among players and fans that the aluminum bat is a m
more effective hitting instrument than the wooden bat. Mu
of the evidence is anecdotal and is therefore difficult
evaluate. In addition, there is a large body of statistical da1

showing that the number of runs per game and home runs
game is decidedly larger when aluminum bats are us
There are also laboratory and field measurements that d
onstrate the improved effectiveness of aluminum bats.
laboratory studies are largely unpublished. The most rec
field study of which we are aware is the batting cage study
Greenwaldet al.2 Using high speed video techniques, the b
and ball were tracked during the interval prior to and af
the ball–bat collision, so that the pre-collision and po
collision ball and bat speeds could be accurately measure
was demonstrated conclusively that the average hit
speed for a selection of aluminum bats was larger than
for a particular wooden bat. Some of the aluminum bats p
formed similarly to the wooden bat, but some outperform
the wooden bat by a statistically significant amount.

In view of the perceived advantage of aluminum ov
wood, there is a desire among baseball and softball org
zations to regulate the performance of nonwooden bat
order to bring the game back into balance between offe
and defense and to reduce injuries due to high batted
speeds. In general, the organizations would like to defin
set of laboratory measurements that can be used to deter
metrics of performance in the field. The ultimate goal is
specify upper limits on those metrics as a way of regulat
field performance. The two most commonly used metrics
the collision efficiencyeA and the coefficient of restitutione,
both of which will be carefully defined in Sec. II.

The traditional approach to characterizing the performa
of a striking instrument, such as a baseball bat or ten
racket, has been to discuss it in the context of the coeffic
of restitution, as done for example by Kirkpatrick.3 But Kirk-
134 Am. J. Phys.71 ~2!, February 2003 http://ojps.aip.org
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patrick recognized very well that bat performance also
pended on the inertial properties of the ball and bat. T
concept of using a model-independent collision efficiency
characterize the performance of bats seems to have been
recognized by Hester and Koenig in a 1993 publication t
is not generally accessible.4 They recognized that the ba
exit speed is related to the initial speeds of the ball and
by a single parameter, the collision efficiency, although th
words were not actually used. They regardedeA as essen-
tially a ‘‘black box’’ that can be measured in the laborato
and then directly used to relate batted ball speed to the sp
of the pitched ball and bat. This concept was rediscovered
Carroll,5 packaged in a slightly different form called the Ba
Exit Speed Ratio~BESR!, and subsequently used by th
NCAA as its primary bat performance metric.6 Using a vari-
ety of ball–bat collision models, he derived the express
that relates the ball exit speed to the initial speeds of the
and bat in terms of the BESR and showed how the BESR
related to the coefficient of restitution and ball-to-bat ma
ratio. It is useful to point out that the concept of a mod
independent collision efficiency is also used in the contex
the collision between a tennis ball and racket.7,8

The most extensive study of bat performance standa
was done recently by Smith,9 who developed a computa
tional model to investigate a typical wood and a typical a
minum bat with the goal of evaluating various common
used procedures. Perhaps his most important finding was
the two performance metrics, the coefficient of restituti
and the collision efficiency, produced seemingly contrad
tory results in that the performance of one bat relative
another depended on which metric was used and the ma
in which the bats were tested. He concluded that these m
rics do not accurately reflect a bat’s performance in the fie
Other important conclusions were that laboratory measu
ments should be done at relative ball–bat speeds more
cal of game conditions than is commonly used and that
measurements should be done at the ‘‘sweet spot’’ rather
at the center of percussion. Recommendations were
sented for an improved bat assessment method based o
and ball speeds before and after the collision.

In this paper, we discuss the evaluation of bat performa
from a physics point of view. In Sec. II we start by definin
134/ajp/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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various performance metrics, putting them on a sound ph
ics footing, and elucidating their properties. We describe
Sec. III the computational models that will be used to stu
the issues related to performance, including both a dyna
model for the ball–bat collision as well as a phenomenolo
cal model for the swing of the bat. These models will be us
in Sec. IV to investigate several examples of bats in orde
lay the groundwork for an evaluation of the various metr
and procedures currently used to characterize the pe
mance of bats. In Sec. V a new procedure for characteriz
the performance of bats is proposed and used as a stan
against which other commonly used procedures are c
pared and critiqued. We conclude with a summary of o
important points in Sec. VI.

II. BAT PERFORMANCE METRICS

The two commonly used metrics for characterizing t
performance of bats will be defined and discussed: the c
sion efficiency and the ball–bat coefficient of restitutio
Later we will address the issue of how well these metr
serve as predictors of performance. First, however, it is n
essary to have a quantitative working definition of ‘‘perfo
mance.’’ We tentatively define performance in terms of t
velocity of the struck ball just after the ball–bat collisio
herein denoted as the ball exit velocityv f . More precisely,
for specified values of the initial ball and bat velocities,vball

andvbat, respectively, where the latter refers to the bat sp
at the point of impact, one bat is said to perform better th
another bat if it produces a higherv f . This criterion agrees
with the common sense definition of performance. For
moment, we ignore the fact thevbat itself is likely to depend
on properties of the bat such as the mass and mass dist
tion. We will address this issue in Sec. III and will modi
our tentative definition of performance in Sec. III D.

A. The collision efficiencyeA

We consider the collision of a baseball of initial veloci
vball with a bat of initial velocityvbat, resulting in a post-
collision ball velocityv f . The collision is shown schemat
cally in Fig. 1 in both the usual field frame and in the fram
of reference in which the bat is initially at rest at the impa
location ~the * frame!. Our sign convention is that the ve
locities are all positive if they point in the usual direction

Fig. 1. Schematic of the baseball–bat collision in~a! the usual field frame
and in~b! the bat rest frame, referred to in the text as the* frame. Relative
to the field frame, the * frame moves to the left with velocityvbat. The
relative signs of the velocity vectors are positive if they point in the dir
tion shown. The impact locationz is the distance along the axis of the bat
measured from the end of the barrel.
135 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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vbat andv f both opposite in direction tovball . Moreover, it is
assumed that all velocity vectors are collinear.

We seek to derive a model-independent formula that
latesv f to vball and vbat. We start by defining the collision
efficiencyeA as the ratio of final to initial ball speed in the
frame:

eA[
v f*

vball*
~collision efficiency!. ~1!

Becausevball* 5vball1vbat andv f* 5v f 2vbat ~see Fig. 1!, eA

is given by

eA5
v f2vbat

vball1vbat
. ~2!

By inverting Eq.~2!, we arrive at our desired result:

v f5eAvball1~11eA!vbat. ~3!

The collision efficiency is related to the so-called Ball Ex
Speed Ratio~BESR!, the performance metric described b
Carroll5 and used by the NCAA,6 by

BESR5eA1 1
2, ~4!

leading to a more symmetrical form of Eq.~3!:

v f5~BESR2 1
2!vball1~BESR1 1

2!vbat.

Both eA and the BESR have an equivalent meaning phy
cally, because they differ only by a constant additive fact

The utility of the collision efficiency comes from the fo
lowing observations. Equations~2! and~3! are exact expres
sions that are independent of any model of the ball, bat
the collision between them. They are derived using noth
other than the definition ofeA followed by a change of iner-
tial reference frame. Although the equations are identica
those derived previously by Hester4 and Carroll,5 the present
derivation, which is identical to that of Brody,7 is simpler
and makes clear their model independence. For any com
nation of ball and bat speeds, Eq.~3! allows a prediction of
v f if eA is known. Moreover the inverted form, Eq.~2!, can
be used to infereA from measurements ofv f . In either case,
no additional information about the ball or bat is necessa
Also our derivation of Eq.~3! makes it clear that the velocity
dependence ofeA is only on the relative ball–bat velocity
v rel5vball1vbat, so that any combination ofvball and vbat

with the samev rel will give the same result foreA . This
dependence has the practical significance that when mea
ing eA , it makes no difference whether the bat~or ball! is
initially at rest or moving, as long as the desired value ofv rel

is achieved. Moreover, it is an empirical fact that althougheA

depends onv rel , it does so only weakly,10 especially for ve-
locities relevant to the game of baseball. This fact deriv
from the weak dependence of the coefficient of restituti
defined below, onv rel .

11 This weak dependence means th
the dependence ofv f on vball andvbat comes primarily from
the explicit factors in Eq.~3! rather fromeA itself. Neverthe-
less, when using laboratory measurements to predict fi
performance, it is highly desirable for thev rel used in the
laboratory to be close to that expected in the field, as we
show with a numerical example in Sec. II C.

The collision efficiency is expected to be a strong functi
of the impact location along the axis of the bat.10 It is largest
in the region of the bat commonly~but somewhat impre-

-
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cisely! referred to as the ‘‘sweet spot,’’ a region close to t
nodes of the lowest frequency bending vibrations~;4–6 in.
from the barrel end of the bat!. Henceforth, this region will
be referred to as the ‘‘sweet spot zone.’’

As shown in a recent study of the dynamics of the ball–
collision10 as well as in earlier studies, for a typical hig
speed ball–bat impact at the barrel end of the bat, neitheeA

nor v f depend on how the bat is supported at the knob e
In particular, it does not matter whether the bat is free, ha
held, pivoted, or clamped, nor does it matter how firmly t
hand-held bat is gripped. The essential physics is that on
short time scale of the collision, the ball does not ‘‘know
what is happening at the far end of the bat. The pract
significance is that measurements ofeA on a pivoted or
clamped bat in the laboratory should allow predictions
performance in the field where the bat is hand-held.

B. The coefficient of restitution e

The ball–bat coefficient of restitution~COR!, e, is the ra-
tio of relative ball–bat speed after the collision to that befo
the collision and is another metric of bat performan
Equivalentlye is a measure of the elasticity of the collisio
because 12e2 is the fraction of the initial kinetic energy in
the center of mass~c.m.! frame that is dissipated. This resu
follows from the proportionality of the kinetic energy in th
c.m. frame to the square of the relative velocity, as shown
many introductory textbooks.12 Here ‘‘elasticity’’ is used in
the particle physics sense in which an elastic collision
tween two bodies is one in which no energy is transferred
the internal degrees of freedom of the bodies. The ene
dissipated in a nonelastic collision is that part of the init
kinetic energy that appears neither in the rebound kin
energy of the ball nor in the rigid-body recoil of the bat. F
a perfectly elastic collision,e51. For ball–bat collisions in
the sweet spot zone at speeds typical of the game of base
e'0.45– 0.50.11 Due to the excitation of bending vibration
in all bats and to the so-called ‘‘trampoline effect’’ in hollo
metal bats,e is generally different from the ball coefficient o
restitutione0 , which is the ratio of rebound to initial spee
when the ball collides with a massive rigid surface. Som
times e0 is referred to as the ‘‘ball–wall coefficient o
restitution.’’9 Althoughe0 is a property of the ball alone,e is
a joint property of the ball and bat. The ratioe/e0 is called
the Bat Performance Factor~BPF!,

BPF[
e

e0
~Bat Performance Factor!. ~5!

In the sweet spot zone, the BPF is typically close to 1
wooden bats, but sometimes significantly larger~1.10–1.20!
for aluminum bats. The BPF is yet another performance m
ric and is the one used by the American Society for Test
and Materials~ASTM!13 to characterize the performance
bats.

The COR and collision efficiency are not independe
metrics, but are related by10

eA5
e2r

11r
, ~6!

which is also a model-independent relation that is easily
rived using conservation laws. Here,r is the ‘‘bat recoil fac-
tor,’’ which depends only on the inertial properties of the b
136 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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and bat. It is defined as ratio of ball massm to the effective
bat massMeff ,

r 5
m

Meff
~bat recoil factor!. ~7!

The use of an effective bat mass is a convenient device
allows the conservation equations to be solved by replac
the actual extended bat with an equivalent point bat wh
mass depends on impact location.14 For a free bat, the con
servation of both linear momentum and angular moment
about the c.m. implies

1

Meff
5

1

M
1

~z2zc.m.!
2

I c.m.
~free bat!, ~8!

whereas for a pivoted bat, conservation of angular mom
tum about the pivot point implies

1

Meff
5

~z2zp!2

I p
~pivoted bat!. ~9!

M is the actual bat mass,I c.m. and I p are the moments o
inertia of the bat about the c.m. and pivot point, respective
z is the impact location,zc.m. is the location of the c.m., and
zP is the position of the pivot point. From the parallel ax
theorem,I p5I c.m.1M (zc.m.2zp)2. All distances are along
the axis of the bat from the barrel end, as shown in Fig.

It is instructive to examine energy balance in the collisio
Using Eqs.~3! and~6!–~8!, it is straightforward to show tha
in the frame of reference in which the bat is initially at re
the post-collision energy is partitioned as follows:

f ball5S e2r

11r D
2

, ~10a!

f bat5r S 11e

11r D
2

, ~10b!

f dis5
12e2

11r
. ~10c!

Here, f ball , f bat, and f dis are the fraction of initial kinetic
energy going to the outgoing kinetic energy of the ball, t
rigid-recoil kinetic energy of the bat, and dissipation, resp
tively. It is easily verified thatf ball1 f bat1 f dis51. Note that
for an infinitely massive bat,r 50, so that f ball5e2, f bat

50, andf dis512e2. In the subsequent discussion, it will b
helpful to think of r as controlling the recoil energy of th
bat, just as 12e2 controls the dissipation.

From Eqs.~8! and ~9!, we see thatMeff and thereforer
depend on the impact locationz. For a free bat, the effective
massdecreaseswith increasing distance of the impact from
the c.m., because the linear impulse to the bat gives rise
larger angular impulse about the c.m. Equation~6! shows
that for a givene, eA is maximized whenr is small, which
minimizes the bat recoil energy. For a ball incident on
infinitely massive bat,r 50 andeA5e. For this reasoneA is
sometimes referred to as the ‘‘apparent COR,’’15 a terminol-
ogy that sometimes leads to confusion as to the phys
significance ofeA . More generally,eA<e because some o
the initial energy goes into the recoil of the bat.

In parallel with our discussion ofeA , we next discuss
several observations aboute relevant to its utility as a metric
of bat performance. First, whereaseA is sufficient as a pre-
136Alan M. Nathan
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dictor of performance,e is not, because it is also necessary
know r @see Eqs.~3! and ~6!#. As we will show later with
examples, bats with the samee but different mass distribu
tions can perform quite differently. This difference shou
not be surprising, becausee only accounts for the dissipate
energy, whereasr is needed to account for the bat reco
energy. As witheA , the velocity dependence ofe is only on
v rel . Empirical data on ball–wall collisions12 show thate0

drops roughly linearly from about 0.55 atv rel560 mph to
about 0.45 atv rel5160 mph. Moreovere is a strong function
of the impact location along the axis of the bat.10

Unlike eA , e depends on how the bat is supported at
knob end. This dependence follows immediately from E
~6! and the fact that the recoil factorr does depend on th
means of support~for example, free, pivoted!. To our knowl-
edge, this dependence has not been pointed out in the li
ture. The physics behind this dependence is interesting
subtle. Looking at the collision in the frame in which the b
is initially at rest, the collision transfers energy to the bat
the form of both rigid-body kinetic energy~which is related
to r ) and vibrational energy~which is related toe). Because
eA is independent of the support, so too must be the sum
these energies, although neither of these are individually
dependent of the support. As an extreme example, cons
the collision of ball with a bat that is clamped at the hand
in which caser is identically zero, because the bat can n
ther translate nor rotate. Therefore, all of the bat energy
pears as vibrations, resulting in a smallere than for a free bat
but the sameeA . The essential physics is that the partitioni
of the bat energy into rigid body and vibrational modes
artificial on the short time scale of the collision, because
different modes only get sorted out long after the ball has
the bat. Said differently, on time scales short compared
vibrational period, a vibrational mode is indistinguishab
from a rigid-body mode. The practical consequence of thi
that one must proceed cautiously whenever using labora
measurements ofe with a pivoted bat to predict performanc
with a free bat or hand-held bat.

Related to the preceding point is the center of percuss
~COP!, which is sometimes discussed in the context of ba
ball bat performance. Two points are said to be COP con
gates of each other if an impact at one of the points result
no change in rigid-body motion at the other point. In oth
words, for a bat initially at rest, a collision at the first poi
would cause the bat to rotate about the second point. Th
two points,z1 andz2 , are related by16

~z12zc.m.!~zc.m.2z2!5
I c.m.

M
. ~11!

As pointed out by Brody16 and more recently by Smith,9 the
COP has no relevance for bat performance, although it m
have relevance to the post-collision ‘‘feel’’ of the bat in th
hands of the batter.17 It may also have relevance for th
interpretation ofe because, as is easily shown, the bat rec
factor r for a free and pivoted bat, Eqs.~8! and ~9!, respec-
tively, is equal when the impact pointz is the COP conjugate
to the pivot pointzp . Therefore, for collisions at~or near! the
COP,e is the same~or almost the same! for a free and piv-
oted bat, thereby facilitating its interpretation as a perf
mance metric.
137 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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C. Numerical examples

For a typical ball–bat collision in the sweet spot zonee
'0.5 andr'0.25, so thateA'0.2 ~or BESR'0.7), imply-
ing that the collision is very inefficient. Moreover, Eq.~3!
takes the formv f50.2vball11.2vbat, showing that bat swing
speed matters considerably more than pitched ball spee
determiningv f , a fact known intuitively to most players
The reasons for the large asymmetry betweenvball and vbat
are due in part to the low collision efficiency and in part
the extra factor of 1 in the pre-factor multiplyingvbat. This
factor arises from the transformation from the bat rest fra
to the lab frame; in essence, it arises because the bat is
tially moving in the direction of the outgoing ball.

Given the relative smallness ofeA and the presence of th
factor of 1, the exit ball speed is less sensitive toeA than
what one might otherwise have thought. In particular, it
less sensitive to the ball–bat COR than often thought.
deed, there is much current interest in the effect of ‘‘juice
balls and bats on the ball exit speed, where juiced refers
larger than normal COR. This issue has been discusse
Cross15 in the context of tennis, but it is worthwhile reitera
ing the essential point here. By combining Eqs.~3! and~6!, it
is straightforward to show that if the COR is changed by
amountde, the ball exit speed is changed by an amountdv f
given by

dv f5
v rel

11r
de. ~12!

Cross’s observation is that the COR matters more
groundstrokes than for serves, becausev rel is typically twice
as large in the former case than in the latter. The same h
true for baseball~similar to groundstrokes! and slow-pitch
softball~similar to serves!. For example, changinge by 10%,
from 0.50 to 0.55, increasesv f by about 6 mph for baseba
and 3 mph for slow-pitch softball, wherev rel is typically 160
and 80 mph, respectively.

Finally, we address the question of the dependence oeA

on v rel . If e varies approximately linearly between 0.55 at
mph and 0.45 at 160 mph, theneA varies between about 0.2
and 0.16, respectively. Therefore if a laboratory measu
ment of eA at 60 mph is used to predictv f at 160 mph,v f
will be overestimated by around 12.8 mph. This discrepa
is reduced to about 2.6 mph if the measurement is don
140 mph. Therefore, depending on the overall accuracy
sired in characterizing performance in the field, the labo
tory measurements should be done close to the field valu
v rel . This observation is in accord with that of Smith.9 A
related point is that the rules of the game allow for a var
tion in e0 . For example, the NCAA allows balls in the rang
e050.525– 0.555 to be used in regulation games, as m
sured at 60 mph. When comparing the performance of
bat to another in a laboratory test, it is therefore import
either to use balls with nearly identical values ofe0 or to
have a method of correcting for a differente0 . Lacking the
latter, we emphasize the former.

D. Summary

To summarize the key points of this section, performan
is tentatively defined as the ball exit velocityv f achieved for
a givenvball andvbat. Two metrics of bat performance hav
137Alan M. Nathan
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been defined: the collision efficiencyeA ~or BESR!, and the
ball–bat CORe ~or BPF!. Equations~3! and ~6! show that
for a givenvbat andvball , v f depends on two general prop
erties of the ball–bat collision: the elasticity of the collisio
~through e) and the inertial properties of the ball and b
~throughr, which controls the recoil energy of the bat!. Con-
trary to the conclusion reached by Smith,9 the quantityeA
properly takes into accountboth of these properties. It is
measured directly via Eq.~2! and used as a predictor forv f

via Eq. ~3!; for a fixed v rel , no additional information is
needed. On the other hand,e takes into accountonly the
elasticity. It is measured indirectly by first measuringeA @Eq.
~2!#, then using knowledge ofr and Eq.~6! to infer e. Simi-
larly, e by itself is not sufficient for predictingv f because it
is also necessary to knowr. Finally, we remark that we hav
thus far considered performance only for a givenvball and
vbat and have postponed a consideration of the relations
between bat speed and the inertial properties of the ba
Sec. III.

III. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

To investigate further the merits of the metrics describ
in Sec. II as predictors of field performance, it is necessar
go beyond generalities and to study specific examples.
ally, we would like to investigate these issues experimenta
However, as with the study of Smith,9 the approach here is t
investigate this question using computational models. Firs
dynamical model is developed to simulate the baseball–
collision.10 Next, a mostly phenomenological model is dev
oped to simulate the bat swing. Then a simple exampl
presented followed by a definition of ‘‘standard game con
tions’’ and a redefinition of performance. The formalism
this section will be used in Sec. IV to study the essen
issues in characterizing bat performance.

A. Model for the ball –bat collision

The model used to simulate the ball–bat collision is o
slightly modified from that described in an earli
publication.10 Briefly, the bat is modeled as a nonunifor
Timoshenko beam, from which the eigenvalue problem
be solved to find the normal mode frequencies and shape
transverse bending vibrations. The ball is modeled as a n
linear spring with losses simulated by a hysteresis curve.
parameters describing the force-versus-compression c
are adjusted to reproduce approximately the collision ti
and ball coefficient of restitutione0 . The collision is treated
by dynamically coupling the ball to the bat so that the for
that they mutually exert on each other compresses the
and bends the bat. By expanding the motion of the bat in
sum over normal modes~including rigid body modes!, we
obtain a set ofN11 coupled second-order~in time! differ-
ential equations of motion, whereN is the number of norma
modes of the bat that are included. In practice, because
collision times are>0.5 ms, only modes with frequencie
less than a few kilohertz need be included~that is, the lowest
four to six modes for a typical wooden bat!. For given initial
values ofvball and vbat, standard numerical techniques a
used to integrate the coupled equations until the ball and
separate andv f is determined. The kinematic equations, Eq
~2! and~6!, along with the recoil factorr, can then be used to
determineeA ande.
138 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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This general technique needs to be augmented for a
low aluminum bat to take into account the ‘‘shell modes
which correspond to a radial deformation of the bat with
cosnu azimuthal dependence. The most important of th
modes is the lowestn52 mode, which typically is at 2–3
kHz. It is the mode responsible for the characteristic ‘‘pin
of the bat. It also plays a dominant role in the trampoli
effect, whereby some of the collision energy that would o
erwise have been stored and mostly dissipated in the c
pression of the ball is instead stored in this mode. Beca
the frequency of this mode is larger than the inverse of
collision time, the stored energy is mostly returned to the b
at the end of the collision. Therefore, the overall dissipat
is less than it would otherwise have been; that is,e.e0 or
BPF.1. The physics behind the trampoline effect will b
explored in depth in a future publication.

B. Model for the swing

Thus far, we have only considered bat performance fo
specified bat speed. In order to predict performance in
field, however, it is necessary to recognize the important r
played by the swing of the bat. Because we generally beli
that a lighter bat is likely to be swung faster than a heav
bat, there must be some relationship between the ine
properties of a bat and bat speed. Moreover, because
motion of the bat involves some mixture of translational a
rotational motion,18 vbat will depend on the impact locationz.
Finally, for a given bat, both the overall speed of the swi
and the relationship between bat speed and impact loca
are likely to be different for different batters. Indeed, one
the primary reasons why some players hit more home r
than others is that they are able to generate higher bat sp
The importance of bat speed can be appreciated by the
lowing numerical example. For a typical collision efficienc
of 0.2, an increase of 1 mph invbat results in an increase o
1.2 mph inv f . Predicting absolute bat speed for a specifi
bat and batter is not easily amenable to a physics analy
However, predicting howrelativebat speed depends onrela-
tive inertial properties of the bat is something that is subj
to such an analysis. We proceed by formulating a model
we will attempt to constrain with experimental data.

We start with the assumption that a batter swings the
by rotating it about a fixed point on the axis of the bat. A
shown by Adair,18 this is not a good approximation for th
full swing; however, it may be a reasonable approximat
for the period just prior to the ball–bat collision. Indee
recent experiments,2,19 in which swung bats were tracke
using high speed video under batting cage conditions, sh
that just prior to the collision, the bat is instantaneously
tating about a point about 1 in. from the knob toward t
barrel. With this assumption, a single parameter, the ang
velocity v about the rotation point, is sufficient to determin
vbat as a function ofz. Following Cross and his analysis o
the swing of a tennis racket,20 we assume thatv has a
power-law dependence onI knob, the moment of inertia of the
bat about a point on the axis of the bat 1 in. from the kn

v;I knob
2n . ~13!

We consider the two limiting cases ofn50, which implies a
constant bat speed, that is, independent ofI knob, and n
50.5, which implies a constant bat kinetic energy. The
two cases lead to an optimum bat weight~that is, a bat
138Alan M. Nathan
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weight that maximizesv f) which is unrealistically large or
small, respectively.3,18 It therefore seems reasonable that t
variation ofv with I knob lies somewhere between these tw
extremes, as suggested by Adair.21 Recent data2,19 support
this hypothesis by showing thatn'0.3 for I knob in the range
(1.5– 2.0)3104 oz in.2 This value is conveniently about hal
way between the two extreme cases and is consistent
n51/3, which would be expected if the batter puts a const
power into the bat.

It should be pointed out that both of the recent expe
ments had very limited data sets, and additional researc
this area is highly desirable. Moreover, our model for t
swing, Eq.~13!, is by no means the only possible way
parametrize the dependence of swing speed on the ine
properties of the bat. Adair19 and independently Koenig22

have proposed a model in which the batter puts a cons
kinetic energy into the bat-plus-batter system. With that
pothesis, the scaling becomesv;(I 1I 0)20.5, whereI is the
moment of inertia of the bat andI 0 is the moment of inertia
of the batter, both taken about a vertical axis through
center of the batter’s body. This model is more physical th
that of Eq. ~13!, because it has a reasonable limit asI knob

→0. Over the narrow range ofI knob investigated, the recen
data can be equally well described by this hypothesis. Mo
over, none of the conclusions reached below depend sub
tially on which model is used, provided we restrict its use
the range over which it has been tested. It is not the goa
the present work to advocate for one swing model or ano
but only that some model is needed to account for the
perimentally determined fact that swing speed depends
the inertial properties of the bat. For illustrative purposes,
take Eq.~13! as our working assumption, with the expone
bounded by the limitsn50 andn50.5.

C. A simple example

To demonstrate the interplay among the various par
eters, calculations were done on a generic wooden bat~Lou-
isville Slugger R161, 34 in., 31 oz!, the results of which are
shown in Fig. 2. It was assumed thatvball590 mph, the
ball–wall COR (e0)50.50, and the bat is swung by rotatin
it with an angular velocity of 45 rad/s about a point on t
axis of the bat 1 in. from the knob toward the barrel, imp
ing thatvbat570 mph at a point 6 in. from the tip of the ba
The dependence ofe on impact location is determined pr
marily by the location of the nodes of the bending vibratio
with the maximum occurring roughly between the first a
second nodes. The maximum value is close toe050.50, as
expected if very little energy goes into bending vibration
However, e falls off sharply at impact locations remove
from that point, as more and more energy gets dissipate
bending vibrations. Because the bat recoil factorr for the
free bat is minimized at the c.m., which is about 12 in. fro
the tip, the location of the peak ofeA is a little further from
the tip than the peak ofe. Otherwise,eA mainly follows e.
The profile ofv f is determined both byeA and byvbat. In the
absence of a dependence ofvbat on impact location, the pro
file of v f would exactly follow that ofeA . However, because
vbat is larger closer to the tip, the peak of thev f profile is
closer to the tip than that of theeA profile. This example
shows clearly that the impact location giving the maximu
value ofv f depends on how the bat is swung.
139 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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D. Specification of standard game conditions

As seen from the previous example, and as will be see
the more detailed examples in Sec. IV, the interplay betw
eA andvbat is important in characterizing the performance
bats. In order to compare the field performance of one ba
another, it is necessary to define carefully the conditions
der which they are compared by specifyinge0 , vball , and
vbat. In the discussion below, it will be assumed thate0

50.50 andvball590 mph, and that the bat is swung by r
tating it about a point 1 in. from the knob with an angul
velocity given by

v5v0F I 0

I knob
Gn

, ~14!

with v0545 rad/s,I 051.73104 oz in.2, andn in the range
0–0.5. Together these parameters define what we will
‘‘standard game conditions.’’ We now redefine ‘‘perfo
mance’’ to be the maximum exit velocity achieved und
standard game conditions. That is, one bat will be said
perform better than another bat if its maximumv f under
standard game conditions is larger. We emphasize that
not necessaryto measureeA or BPF under these standar
conditions, as long as the desiredv rel and range of impact
locations is obtained.

IV. SOME EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

We next use our computational models of the ball–
collision and bat swing to evaluate how well the metri
described earlier predict performance. We investigate f
different bats, whose properties are given in Table I. All b

Fig. 2. Results for a generic wood bat. It is assumed that the incident
speed is 90 mph, the initial angular velocity of the bat about the knob is
rad/s, and that the ball CORe050.50. The upper plot showse, r, andeA ;
the lower plot showseA , vbat, andv f .
139Alan M. Nathan
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Table I. Properties of our standard wood bat~R161! and several different aluminum bats. The quantitieszc.m.,
I c.m., andI knob are the location of the center of mass, the moment of inertia about the center of mass, a
moment of inertia about the knob, respectively. The seventh and eighth columns show the frequenc
barrel nodes, respectively, for the lowest two bending vibrations. All distances are measured with respec
barrel of the bat.

Length Mass zc.m. I c.m. I knob f 1 / f 2 Node1/Node2

Bat ~in.! ~oz! ~in.! (oz in.2) (oz in.2) ~Hz! ~in.!

R161 34 31 11.3 2539 17 137 164/551 6.8/5.2
EA70 34 31 13.1 2757 15 033 221/721 7.6/5.5
Barrel-loaded 34 31 12.2 2857 16 269 216/703 6.8/4.8
Knob-loaded 34 31 14.6 3418 13 913 191/691 7.8/5.6
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are 34 in. long and weigh 31 oz. One bat is the gene
wooden bat described above. Another is a generic alumin
bat ~Easton EA70! with shell modes adjusted to give it
peak BPF 8.5% larger than that of the wooden bat. The
maining two bats are versions of an EA70 bat that have b
modified by making the shell about 10% thinner~and conse-
quently a somewhat larger BPF!, then adding an additiona
2.3 oz weight either to the knob end~a so-called ‘‘knob-
loaded’’ bat! or to the tip end~a ‘‘barrel-loaded’’ bat!. These
modified bats have the same weight but very different wei
distributions. All calculations were done under the stand
game conditions defined above and assuming a bat satis
free boundary conditions. To facilitate comparison of t
loaded bats with each other, the reference moment of ine
in Eq. ~14! was chosen to be that of the barrel-loaded b
The results of the calculations are shown in Figs. 3 and

We first compare the R161 wooden and EA70 alumin
bats~see Fig. 3!. Despite the fact that the aluminum bat h
a 9% larger peak BPF and a 12% larger peak collision e
ciency, the peak ball exit velocity is identical for the two ba
when they are swung identically~that is, forn50). That is,
despite the large difference in peak values of the BPF
eA , the two bats perform nearly identically. The reason c
be traced to the very different mass distributions of the t
bats. The hollow aluminum bat has a more uniform m
distribution, resulting in a shift of the c.m. and of the lowe
vibrational nodes away from the tip~see Table I!. Therefore,
both the BPF andeA reach their maximum further from th
tip, where the bat speed is lower. In effect, the advantag
larger BPF is nearly offset by the fact that there is less m
at impact locations where the bat speed is high. However
any scenario in which the aluminum bat is swung faster t
the wooden bat (n.0), the aluminum bat outperforms th
wooden bat by up to about 6 mph forn50.5, although the
actual difference is likely to be closer to 3 mph.

We next compare the knob-loaded and barrel-loaded
minum bats~Fig. 4!. These two bats have nearly identic
peak values of BPF, yet the barrel-loaded bat clearly out
forms the knob-loaded bat when they are swung identica
The reason is the same as for the preceding example:
barrel-loaded bat has more mass in the vicinity of the imp
location than the knob-loaded bat. Indeed for any reali
scenario for the bat swing (n,0.5), the barrel-loaded ba
performs better.

Several important conclusions arise from these examp
First, for any ball–bat collision,v f depends on an interpla
among the three contributing factors of ball–bat elasticitye
or BPF!, ball and bat inertial properties~through the bat re-
coil factor r ), andvbat ~which also depends on the bat ine
hys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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tial properties!. Any method of determining performance th
does not take into account all three of these factors may
to false conclusions. Both of the examples show the imp
tance of the mass distribution of the bat in determining p
formance. In particular, they show that two bats with t
same BPF will not necessarily perform identically. They a
show that neither the BPF noreA is a consistently reliable
metric of relative bat performance, in agreement with t
findings of Smith.9 Finally, the examples show the impo

Fig. 3. Comparison of R161 wood bat~solid line! and EA70 aluminum
~dashed and dotted lines! bats. The top, middle, and bottom plots show t
BPF, the collision efficiency, and the ball exit speed, respectively. For
latter plot, the dashed and dotted curves are for bat speeds calculated
n50 and 0.5, respectively.
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tance of having a reasonable model for the bat swing w
characterizing the performance of a bat. In particular, a
testing procedure that characterizes performance at a fi
bat speed (n50) would incorrectly conclude that the R16
wood bat outperforms the EA70 aluminum bat, which is
most surely not the case, and would overestimate the ad
tage of the barrel-loaded bat over the knob-loaded bat.

V. CHARACTERIZING THE PERFORMANCE OF
BATS

In light of the examples and conclusions of Sec. IV, w
next investigate possible procedures for characterizing
performance of bats. The goal of any such procedure i
define a set of laboratory measurements that will allow
performance of the bat to be predicted under standard g
conditions. Said differently, we want to predictv f for a hand-
held bat under game conditions based on laboratory m
surements done under similar but not necessarily iden
conditions. We first present a proposal for a procedure
satisfies this criterion. We then describe and critique f
procedures that are commonly used by groups that see
regulate the performance of bats.

Fig. 4. Comparison between barrel-loaded~solid line! and knob-loaded
~dashed and dotted lines! aluminum bats. The top, middle, and bottom plo
show the BPF, the collision efficiency, and the ball exit speed, respectiv
For the latter plot, the dashed and dotted curves are for bat speeds calc
with n50 and 0.5, respectively.
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A. Proposed procedure

We first need to decide on the standard game conditi
appropriate to the particular game. This means deciding
values of e0 , vball , I 0 , and v0 , all of which may differ
depending on the nature of the participants. For exampl
is reasonable to expect thatvball , I 0 , andv0 will be smaller
for youth baseball than for professional baseball. Fixi
these parameters then determines the range of values ov rel
for which testing is to be done. The procedure involves t
distinct steps.

~1! MeasureeA over a range of impact locations in the barr
of bat. Equation~2! is used to extracteA from v f , which
is measured using whatever technique is most con
nient ~for example, ball on stationary bat or bat on st
tionary ball!.

~2! Using the measuredeA , calculatev f under standard
game conditions using Eq.~3! for whatever value or
range of values of the bat-swing scaling parametern that
are deemed appropriate. The range of locations o
which eA is measured needs to be large enough to
compass the peak value ofv f .

Using this procedure, the maximum value ofv f from step 2
is taken as the measure of performance of the bat. If des
it can be used to compare one bat to another and/or to l
the performance by specifying an upper limit.

B. Commonly used procedures

We next describe and critique four commonly used pro
dures for characterizing the performance of bats. We n
from the outset that all but one of these techniques o
consider the casen50; that is, all bats are assumed to b
swung with identical speed, independent of any differen
in their inertial properties. It is an important feature of o
proposed procedure that alternate values ofn in the range
0–0.5 be considered.

~1! ASTM method:The ASTM method is based on a BP
standard.13 The BPF is determined for a collision in which
60 mph ball impacts a stationary bat~that is,v rel560 mph!
which is free to pivot about a point on the axis of the ba
in. from the knob; the impact location is at the COP con
gate to the pivot point. The measured quantity is the ro
tional speed of the recoiling bat, which is related tov f by
conservation of angular momentum about the pivot po
Then Eqs.~2! and ~6! ~or their equivalent! are used along
with r and e0 , both independently measured, to determ
the BPF. Typically, baseball or softball regulatory agenc
will require bats to have a BPF less than some standard v
~for example, 1.20! in order to be used in officially sanc
tioned games. The ASTM also provides formulas, equival
to our Eqs.~3!, ~6!, ~7!, and~8! that allow a prediction ofv f

for any combination ofvball andvbat, but for impacts at the
COP only.

Besides then50 restriction, the ASTM method has thre
additional deficiencies. First, it only considers the BPF a
metric of performance. In effect, one bat is considered
perform better than another if it has a higher BPF. As
have already seen, this is not necessarily the case, given
carefully defined definition of performance. Second, it spe
fies that measurements be performed at the relatively lowv rel
of 60 mph, which is well below that typical of field cond

ly.
ted
141Alan M. Nathan
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tions. Third, it only specifies measurements at a single
pact location, which does not necessarily coincide with
peak ofv f under standard game conditions. Moreover,
method is not easily adaptable to impacts at locations o
than the COP. Recall that impacts at the COP result in the
rotating smoothly about the pivot point. For impacts at oth
locations, the reaction force at the pivot will affect the su
sequent recoil motion of the bat, possibly compromising
measurement of the recoil rotational speed. This prob
would be alleviated by measuring the ball exit speed rat
than the bat recoil speed.

~2! ASA method:The method used by the Amateur Softb
Association for slow-pitch softball is a two-part proce
similar in spirit to our proposed procedure. First the AST
measurement technique is used to determine the colli
efficiency in a 60 mph collision at the COP. Second the c
lision efficiency is used along with standard conditions
calculatev f , which is required to fall below some maximum
value.23 An important feature of this method is that the b
speed for standard conditions scales as 1/M0.25. The proce-
dure could be improved by using a measurement sp
closer to game conditions~80–90 mph!, by scaling bat speed
with I knob rather thanM, and by relaxing the restriction to
measurements at the COP.

~3! NCAA method:The NCAA method6 is based on a
BESR standard. The BESR is determined for a collision
which a 70-mph ball impacts a bat that is swung so that
bat speed is 66 mph at a reference point located 6 in. f
the barrel end of the bat. The measured quantity isv f , which
is used together with Eqs.~2! and~4! to determine the BESR
The collision is measured at several impact locations in
vicinity of the reference point until the maximumv f is
found. The BESR at the collision point corresponding to
maximumv f is required to be less than 0.728 (eA<0.228).
For the case in which the maximumv f occurs exactly at the
reference point, this corresponds tov f<97 mph. However, if
the location of the maximumv f is closer to~further from!
the barrel end of the bat than the reference point, the co
sponding maximumv f is greater~less! than 97 mph, becaus
vbat is higher~lower! than 66 mph.

The NCAA method is improved relative to the ASTM
method because it relies oneA as the primary metric of per
formance, it allows measurements over a range of imp
locations, and because it uses a more realistic~but for base-
ball, still somewhat low! value of v rel . Still, it would be
better to translate theeA measurement into a prediction o
v f , as in our proposed procedure, as well as to utilize
speed prescriptions other thann50.

~4! Modified NCAA method:The modified NCAA method
is similar to the NCAA method, except that it is av f-based
standard. For the same incident ball and bat swing spee
in the unmodified standard, the standard requires that
maximumv f<97 mph. If the maximumv f occurs at the 6
in. reference point, the corresponding BESR50.728 and the
two methods are equivalent. If it occurs closer to~further
from! the barrel end of the reference point, the correspond
BESR is less than~greater than! 0.728. The actual standar
used to certify bats for the NCAA is themodifiedNCAA
standard. Of the currently used procedures, this one is clo
to the proposed procedure. It could be improved by allow
for a higherv rel and by relaxing then50 restriction. With
regard to the latter point, despite the fact that wood a
142 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 2, February 2003
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aluminum bats used by the NCAA are legislated to perfo
nearly identically in the laboratory, where they are swu
with the same speed, aluminum is still perceived to outp
form wood in the field. Evidently, the lower moment of in
ertia aluminum bats can be swung faster than wood b
Finally, it is useful to point out that this method actual
combines the two steps of the proposed procedure by tes
under conditions closely resembling game conditions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have defined, discussed, and evaluated various me
for characterizing the performance of bats. Having done
we now enumerate the important conclusions resulting fr
this study.

~1! The relationship of the hit ball speedv f to the pitched
ball speedvball and the bat swing speedvbat for a givenv rel
and impact location depends on only a single parameter,
model-independent collision efficiencyeA defined in Eq.~3!.
Measurement ofeA in the laboratory@Eq. ~2!# can be used to
predict v f in the field at the samev rel . Another commonly
used metric, the ball–bat coefficient of restitutione has less
predictive power, because it alone cannot be used to pre
v f ; it requires knowledge of the bat recoil factorr @Eq. ~7!#.

~2! The only reasonable metric of performance is t
maximum v f under specified field conditions, includin
specification of the coefficient of restitution of the balle0 ,
vball , and vbat. All other metrics are indirect and likely to
lead to contradictory results. The specification forvbat needs
to take into account the fact that lighter bats can be sw
faster than heavier bats.

~3! Because the elasticity of the ball–bat collision depen
on v rel and one0 , it is important that laboratory measure
ments be performed atv rel ande0 close to that expected fo
field conditions.

Using these conclusions, we have proposed a new pr
dure for a set of laboratory measurements that will all
performance of the bat to be predicted under specified g
conditions, and we have critically analyzed various oth
procedures that are currently in use.
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Induction Coil. The classic induction coil is used to provide a high voltage to excite discharges in rarified gases. The usual picture shows the mue-turn
secondary coil that surrounds the core made of a bundle of parallel iron wires~to avoid eddy currents! and the primary coil. This view shows the feedba
mechanism used to interrupt the current in the primary coil, invented by Charles Grafton Page ca. 1840. Here, the magnetic field pulls in a flexible mstrip,
breaking the primary current. This makes the magnetic field collapse, causing the strip to spring back and reestablish the current. This French coil,ade with
glass end plates on the coils, is at St. Mary’s College in Notre Dame, Indiana.~Photograph and notes by Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr., Kenyon College!
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